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XL Toolbox is a complex add-in for Microsoft Excel, aimed at those who need a set of specialized tools for analyzing, editing and exporting data.
It includes numerous advanced functions and is best suited for scientists, but offers extensive documentation to help less experienced users.

Analyze spreadsheet data You can perform a one or two-way analysis of variance, to determine if there are any important differences between
multiple sets of variables. The program can accept data inserted in numerous layouts. XL Toolbox also includes a formula builder, which gathers

cell references for data to create various types of formulas. The built-in Transpose Wizard allows you to analyze information generated by various
types of multiwell plate readers, as it imports and reorganizes tabular data. Moreover, you can use this application to perform correlation and
regression tests, determining if there are any relationships between variables that are not logically dependent upon one another. Manage and

export charts XL Toolbox offers many useful functions intended to help you edit the charts in your spreadsheets in various ways. You can add
color and text annotations to certain objects in your chart, to highlight specific data points or change their color. It is also possible alter chart

design, add custom error bars, move or extend chart range, add or edit watermarks, as well as copy specific properties to other objects in your
workbook. The application enables you to export your charts to high-resolution formats required in scientific journals. You can save data to TIFF,

PNG or EMF. Increase your productivity XL Toolbox can automatically create backups, saving the most recently modified versions of your
project in a special folder. It can retain a certain number of documents created during the current day, as well as the last version saved on previous
days. Additionally, the program includes a worksheet list that can be accessed to view and quickly switch between various project pages. All in all,

XL Toolbox is a comprehensive Microsoft Excel add-in, designed to help you analyze and present data in various ways. It was created with
scientists in mind, but offers comprehensive documentation. Key Features: Data Analysis One-Way Analysis of Variance Bivariate Analysis of

Variance Correlation and Regression Analysis Formulas Builder Chart Maker Chart Data Import Chart Data Export Chart Transpose Chart
Customization Worksheet List Backup XL Toolbox Full Version: XL Toolbox is a complex Excel add-in with many features. You can analyze
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XL Toolbox is a complex add-in for Microsoft Excel, aimed at those who need a set of specialized tools for analyzing, editing and exporting data.
It includes numerous advanced functions and is best suited for scientists, but offers extensive documentation to help less experienced users.

Analyze spreadsheet data You can perform a one or two-way analysis of variance, to determine if there are any important differences between
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multiple sets of variables. The program can accept data inserted in numerous layouts. XL Toolbox also includes a formula builder, which gathers
cell references for data to create various types of formulas. The built-in Transpose Wizard allows you to analyze information generated by various

types of multiwell plate readers, as it imports and reorganizes tabular data. Moreover, you can use this application to perform correlation and
regression tests, determining if there are any relationships between variables that are not logically dependent upon one another. Manage and

export charts XL Toolbox offers many useful functions intended to help you edit the charts in your spreadsheets in various ways. You can add
color and text annotations to certain objects in your chart, to highlight specific data points or change their color. It is also possible alter chart

design, add custom error bars, move or extend chart range, add or edit watermarks, as well as copy specific properties to other objects in your
workbook. The application enables you to export your charts to high-resolution formats required in scientific journals. You can save data to TIFF,

PNG or EMF. Increase your productivity XL Toolbox can automatically create backups, saving the most recently modified versions of your
project in a special folder. It can retain a certain number of documents created during the current day, as well as the last version saved on previous
days. Additionally, the program includes a worksheet list that can be accessed to view and quickly switch between various project pages. All in all,

XL Toolbox is a comprehensive Microsoft Excel add-in, designed to help you analyze and present data in various ways. It was created with
scientists in mind, but offers comprehensive documentation. XL Toolbox Downloads XL Toolbox - Overview XL Toolbox is a complex add-in
for Microsoft Excel, aimed at those who need a set of specialized tools for analyzing, editing and exporting data. It includes numerous advanced
functions and is best suited for scientists, but offers extensive documentation to help less experienced users. Analyze spreadsheet data You can

perform a one or two-way analysis of variance, to 09e8f5149f
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XL Toolbox is a comprehensive Microsoft Excel add-in, designed to help you analyze and present data in various ways. It was created with
scientists in mind, but offers comprehensive documentation. XL Toolbox is a complex add-in for Microsoft Excel, aimed at those who need a set
of specialized tools for analyzing, editing and exporting data. It includes numerous advanced functions and is best suited for scientists, but offers
extensive documentation to help less experienced users. Analyze spreadsheet data You can perform a one or two-way analysis of variance, to
determine if there are any important differences between multiple sets of variables. The program can accept data inserted in numerous layouts.
XL Toolbox also includes a formula builder, which gathers cell references for data to create various types of formulas. The built-in Transpose
Wizard allows you to analyze information generated by various types of multiwell plate readers, as it imports and reorganizes tabular data.
Moreover, you can use this application to perform correlation and regression tests, determining if there are any relationships between variables
that are not logically dependent upon one another. Manage and export charts XL Toolbox offers many useful functions intended to help you edit
the charts in your spreadsheets in various ways. You can add color and text annotations to certain objects in your chart, to highlight specific data
points or change their color. It is also possible alter chart design, add custom error bars, move or extend chart range, add or edit watermarks, as
well as copy specific properties to other objects in your workbook. The application enables you to export your charts to high-resolution formats
required in scientific journals. You can save data to TIFF, PNG or EMF. Increase your productivity XL Toolbox can automatically create
backups, saving the most recently modified versions of your project in a special folder. It can retain a certain number of documents created
during the current day, as well as the last version saved on previous days. Additionally, the program includes a worksheet list that can be accessed
to view and quickly switch between various project pages. All in all, XL Toolbox is a comprehensive Microsoft Excel add-in, designed to help
you analyze and present data in various ways. It was created with scientists in mind, but offers comprehensive documentation. XL Toolbox
Description: XL Toolbox is a complex add-in for Microsoft Excel, aimed at those who need a set of specialized tools for analyzing, editing and
exporting data. It includes numerous advanced functions and is

What's New in the XL Toolbox?

XL Toolbox is a complex add-in for Microsoft Excel, aimed at those who need a set of specialized tools for analyzing, editing and exporting data.
It includes numerous advanced functions and is best suited for scientists, but offers extensive documentation to help less experienced users. •
Perform a one-way analysis of variance. XL Toolbox was designed with scientists in mind. Built-in DataEditor allows to easily manipulate data
tables. XL Toolbox has a built-in DataEditor for data in a wide range of spreadsheet formats, such as Microsoft Excel, Airtable, Google Sheets
and DBF. • Perform a two-way analysis of variance. XL Toolbox was designed with scientists in mind. Built-in DataEditor allows to easily
manipulate data tables. XL Toolbox has a built-in DataEditor for data in a wide range of spreadsheet formats, such as Microsoft Excel, Airtable,
Google Sheets and DBF. • Draw graphs for almost every kind of statistical data. XL Toolbox has a range of tools designed to help you plot data
and create various graphs of any kind. For example, you can add regression or correlation lines; use a built-in bar or line chart; create bubble, pie
or donut charts; create cluster maps; perform density plots; or make basic line, bar and scatter plots. It also provides several different overlays to
help you highlight data, create text annotations and add special effects to your charts. XL Toolbox will create a chart for Excel workbooks with up
to 1,048,576 rows. The program also includes a built-in Transpose Wizard, which can import and analyze spreadsheet data from various multiwell
plate readers, as it can upload and reorganize tabular data. XL Toolbox will analyze a data import. • Color and text annotations. XL Toolbox
offers functions enabling you to add color and text annotations to your chart. You can highlight specific data points or change their color. XL
Toolbox allows to create custom watermarks and to take advantage of numerous other properties of the chart, like the size of the chart area and
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height of the y-axis. It will also be able to copy chart properties to other chart objects, like bars, columns, data points, line series, text annotations
and watermarks. XL Toolbox will export data. • High-resolution images. XL Toolbox provides several useful functions that allow you to export
your charts in high-resolution formats
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System Requirements For XL Toolbox:

MINIMUM: OS: Microsoft Windows 7 SP1 or later Microsoft Windows 7 SP1 or later Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo E4500 or better Intel Core 2
Duo E4500 or better Memory: 1 GB of RAM (2 GB recommended) 1 GB of RAM (2 GB recommended) Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GT
or ATI Radeon HD 2600 or better NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GT or ATI Radeon HD 2600 or better DirectX: Version 9.0c Version 9.0c Network:
Broadband Internet connection
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